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Darkest dungeon guide switch

The Darkest Guide by Logger Lavalivacs I have written this guide to help people (specially newcomers) who have problems with the game, Some tips that have worked for me and I will try to help as many people as possible to finish this great game. This guide is more good for my experience in the game, so there may be a bit of
subjective information about certain aspects of the game, but there may be other ways to play the game because my words are not perfect. If you have any suggestions or doubts, feel free to write to me. Next Game Mechanics Health Bar Pleb Boss Garden Guardian 1. Your hero will die, you have to deal with it. Some of them may survive
dozens of missions, and others will die on the first mission, which may look like a walk in the park. Most of them will die sooner or later. Take care of your best warriors and use the most mada and weakest for dangerous missions. 2. Buildings that need to be focused first should be Stagecoach. It will keep the hero flow and you will need at
least 4 to start the mission. But there's no point wasting valuable resources - the first couple of upgrades to the amount of heroes available during the week is enough, but you need to increase the overall amount (your roster size) to 25 as soon as possible. 3. Do not recruit all of the heroes available, except for the start. See which hero
classes you need in the first place and see their benefits and quirks. You don't want to end up with a quirky warrior who reduces health by 20%. In addition, it is worth paying attention to their ability to start - each ability they start (which is what you want to use) is 1,000 gold that you don't have to spend, and this is a lot in the early games.
4. Most classes are designed for specific roles. These roles are tank, damage dealer, healer and support. The tank protects the team and deals maximum damage to itself. The damage dealer is .. Well, handle the damage and kill the enemy as fast as possible. The healer keeps the party alive and debuffs through his skills. He is the only
one who is not very specific, as he generally supports the team through his buffs and changes the order of hostile parties and so on. Of course, it is possible to play with a different setup, but this is the most efficient and recommended. Take care of your party's stress levels, especially on your first mission. If it increases to 100/200, your
hero will get negative suffering - if it happens, send them to monasteries and taverns to reduce their stress. They will not be available for the next mission, but it is a much better solution than getting them to go on a quest while insane. 6. The amount of gold you have in the early games is very limited, so don't spend it on everything you
come across. Level up all the heroes and don't try to choose onlythose of each role. The same rules apply to sanitarium treatment. Send there only the best of the die-prone members in your next mission. As far as quest supplies go, that amount depends on the length of the mission - you can learn about it in the Prescribed and Places
sections. 7. First of all, you need to upgrade your Stagecoach so that you can access at least 13-16 heroes all the time. For the first few weeks, you can't upgrade your hero's weapons and armor to level 1 or higher until you reach level 2, so you can omit Blacksmith. It is worth completing the first three upgrades from all the trees of taverns
and monasteries, so unlock the second slot for treatment and at least do the first two upgrades of the third tree of sanitarium. 8. Maximum damage comes from the position of the third and fourth enemies - it applies to both regular, health hazards, and stress damage as well. In addition, these positions are almost always occupied by
enemies that can mark your hero, or a person with the attributes of the highest speed. Your first priority is to take them out, stun or pull them to the front line - most of those enemies cannot use their most powerful abilities while standing in first and second place. 9. Before sending a team to a mission, check the objectives of the mission
(search for 90% of the room, search for artifacts, defeat the boss, etc.). Proper preparation is half the success. If you're not sure which heroes (and combinations) are suitable for a particular type of mission, check out the Location and Recommended Teams sections. 10. Always have one hero at a time who is likely to unlock traps (you
can see your chances of disarming them in the Hero Class section of this guide). Entering the trap is always rewarded with an increase in the stress of the protagonist (up to 20 points) and high damage, damage over time, and/or severe debuff. 11. We recommend that you equip items (trinselves) to increase your Scout's chances. In
addition, the best class for that task is grave digger - this hero has increased the chances of scouting and has camping skills to increase it even more. 12. Don't ignore the scout's power ahead! In addition, it can detect traps, quest items, and even secret rooms. 13. Always check the curio, then do not activate and decide on the risk.
Activating parts of Curios without the right items can turn out very badly (illness, +100 to stress, etc.), you should always check them in advance - see the Curio section to learn about the types of curios in the game. Boss fights are always located in the deepest part of the dungeon. AlwaysIf you want to go straight for the boss with the
number of rooms, head to the right where the amount of room is highest. 15. Never take stressful characters (over 70 points) in a mission. A single unfavorable movement during combat or when stepping into a trap can easily break the 100-point barrier, resulting in the hero gaining suffering. 16. Always take the healer with you if you are
not completely sure that you will be able to clear the dungeon from all enemies without lasting serious injuries (Vestal, Occult). It's never worth the risk, especially if you use high-level characters. 17. Someone will lower your team's stress level (Hound Master, Jester). Stress is the most dangerous mechanic in the game that needs to be
monitored at all time. A little stress can heal with the help of a critical strike, but it's always worth having a character that can reduce the stress of your teammates. 18. Never send a party without taking food, especially on long missions. Every time a hunger check appears on the screen and you don't have food for your team, you have to
make hunger they end up taking a maximum health hazard of 20% and about 20 points of stress. It's not worth saving food. 19. There is no need to invest a lot of money in new employees. If a low-level hero comes back from a mission with a huge amount of negative eccentricity, illness, or enormous stress, it is always more beneficial to
get rid of that hero and take another one for that place - in this way you can save a lot of money. 20. If your hero has a very powerful positive eccentricity (details can be found in the Quirks section), it may be worth locking it up. To do so, go to sanitarium, choose a hero, drag it to the health room, then choose the positive eccentricity you
want to lock in and accept your choice. You can lock up to three positive quirks in one character - remember that you can't remove them in any way. 21. Remember that you can remove positive eccentrics and negatives and locks at the same time - all you have to do is simply choose a single negative and positive eccentricity and start
treatment. That way you can save a lot of time. 22. It is worth completing upgrades that reduce the cost of upgrading armor/weapons/skills in guilds and blacksmiths. The first two upgrades are pretty cheap and they will give you a 20% discount on all those purchases. This basically means that the fifth upgrade is now free. Next Game
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